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	Job_Description: This role is responsible for managing projects that integrate across the entire Gaming business. These may include game studios, game hardware and services, our internal Microsoft community, external studio partners, and consumers. The successful person will work to ensure their projects build and deliver products and services that ladder to our 2030 sustainability goals and show our commitment to building trust with customers through transparency and choice.The Sustainability Program Manager will focus on overseeing inflight work, including planning and progress indicators, may oversee consumer research, studio research, data management, and resulting marketing and communications products. These will align with the internal compliance process and expand our market research competency.Responsibilities include:• Execute strategic plans to build world class sustainable products across Gaming.• Contribute to the portfolio of carbon reduction pathways to move Gaming to carbon negative.• Manage and deliver projects that advance the ability of the Gaming organization to deliver compliant, world class games, hardware, platforms, and services to everyone.• Align evolving work with business priorities and strategies with effective time management to deliver on quantified indicators of progress.• Drive project outcomes across teams with results that tier to P&L objectives and carbon footprint goals.• Manage projects to drive progress against our OKRs and targets which are shared across teams.• Work with game design studios and engineering partners in ways that resonate and align with business needs and the evolving future of the industry.• Technical and business consultation to audiences that enable them to produce world class products and services via consultations, training, education, and guidance.• Partner with Microsoft to ensure success in the development and implementation of games, hardware, platforms and services for Gaming and beyond.• Manage projects that improve sustainable practices and awareness across Gaming.• Work closely to align gaming products and policies to Microsoft legal teams and partners on matters related to sustainability.• Work with PR and marketing to create targeted communication products on gaming sustainability.
	Requirements: • 7+ years demonstrated experience as a Technical Program Manager, Product Manager or Producer wit h proven strategy development capabilities.• Solid understanding of carbon accounting and Product Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), GHG Emissions, data analysis, options for mitigation and removal.• Ability to regularly work with PR and Marketing to execute and create external communications.• Customer obsession, and a genuine commitment to strong sustainability.• Demonstrated indirect and direct people and partnership management capabilities.• Ability to show progress in the face of high levels of ambiguity and change.• Strong communications skills and comfortable developing presentations to influence and educate with data.• Min. BA/BS or equivalent.Ideal Candidate would have the following:• Knowledge and proven experience in gaming industry, green code, energy e_cient engin eering, and/or behavioral economics.• Specifc knowledge and experience in game studios (business perspectives/time to market/performance/community engagement/consumer awareness).• Ability to demonstrate progress against quality measures/metrics/KPIs/OKRs.• Ability to do market/industry/competitive analysis to determine new opportunities.• 7+ years’ experience in game production, software/hardware development, software development management, or equivalent.• Familiarity with procurement, the value chain, and structured incentives that advance innovative content, gamer engagement, and energy/emissions efficient product lines.• Experience with distributed ledgers or other blockchain technologies.• Experience with citizen science games, AR/VR, digital twins, quantifed social science research, or broad-scale gamer activations.
	Benefits: Industry leading healthcareSavings and investmentsGiving programsEducational resourcesMaternity and paternity leaveOpportunities to network and connectDiscounts on products and servicesGenerous time away  
	Source: Indeed
	Logo: 
	Company_Name: Microsoft
	Company_Details: Microsoft Corporation is an American multinational technology company with headquarters in Redmond, Washington. It develops, manufactures, licenses, supports, and sells computer software, consumer electronics, personal computers, and related services.Xbox is one of the world’s most valuable brands and enjoys millions of players and passionate fans. An important part of our plan is to grow our global player base and our multi-billion dollar a year Xbox console and accessories business. At Xbox, we believe Gamer Happiness is at the core to our mission of empowering every person and organization on the planet to achieve more. As part of Xbox Product Services (XPS), The Xbox Services & Operations (XSO) team mission is to lead a consistent and scalable means of Operational Excellence across Gaming. This includes the domain areas of Live Site, Reliability, Compliance, CoGS efficacy, and Supportability. Investments include engineering of platform infrastructure, partnering with product teams within Gaming, and One Microsoft efforts across the company. XSO is dedicated to helping Xbox be the most Global and Trusted gaming platform on the planet!
	Job_Title: Sustainability Program Manager


